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observers would detect the smallest indication of
human movements; and a steady north-west wind
could be relied upon to blow, day in and day out, for
long periods at a time. The French sea-plane squadron
had arrived in Port Said unexpectedly. In itself, the
squadron was one of the most complete units ever
seen on the Canal, and the personnel the most daring.
But the planes lost some of their mobility from the
fact that the squadron was without carrier ships.
Fortunately, at that moment a number of German
tramp steamers were lying in Alexandria and awaiting
disposal of the Naval Prize Court. Two of them
were selected by General Maxwell, and placed at the
disposal of the French.1 Like the R.F.C., the squadron
had brought its own pilots :2 but both units required
observers. There was no difficulty in obtaining
volunteers for this perilous service from local sources,
1	The Anne Rickmers and the Rabenfels^ rechristened later the
Anne and the Raven.   For various reasons the Royal Navy declined
responsibility either for the employment of the sea-planes or for the
maintenance of the carrier ships.   The latter therefore commenced
their new career under the Red Ensign.   The Anne Rickmers at the
moment of her capture was loaded with valuable mineral ore, and the
Prize Court, before surrendering the vessel to the Army, insisted that
General Maxwell became personally responsible for the cargo.   That
officer did not anticipate then that the Anne would carry planes
elsewhere than in tolerably safe seas, and he was unpleasantly surprised
to learn that without his consent the ship had been dispatched to
Smyrna.   The voyage was unfortunate, for the Anne was struck by
a mine.  The Raven, on the other hand, bore a charmed life throughout
the War.
2	The Commanding Officer, Capitaine de Vaisseau de 1'Escaille,
himself was a magnificent pilot.   No type of weather deterred him
from making ascents.   He was a laconic soul, who dealt in deeds, not
words.    His little unit of six Nieuports got through a wonderful
amount of work, and the contrast between the elaborate organization
of  the  British  Naval  Sea-plane  Detachment (which   replaced de
1'Escaille's command in January 1916), and the modest equipment
of the French squadron was very striking.   Incidentally, the British,
unfortunate in their type  of engine, flew no farther or no more
frequently over enemy territory than their predecessors had done.

